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I Fill up the blanks (10x1=10)

1. Gradient vector field of +y2+ z - xy +1 at the point ( 1, -1,2)

2. VxR = .

3. The Cauchy Reimann equatior'ls are

0) of log (-z)
5. Wte down convolution theorem.

^,6fCauchy residu.e,^ov^pi is given by
7  uiimear transformati^x^gfoj^g preserves

of four points

8. What is an analytic fimction

19. The poles of are \
1—

lO.V.R =

II Wr^e^he answer of any FIVE questions (5x2=10)
Vf What is harmonic function? Find out the harmonic conjugate of a function whc"*^

real part is -3xy^

2. A particle move along the curve x =t^ + 1, y = ^ z = 2t + 3 where t is the time .

find the velocity ;

i. F ind out the singular point of
(z-1)(2-2)2

4. Obtain the half range sine series of f(:t:) = e^inO<x<l

otate Gauss Divergence Theorem

6. Expand tan z using maclaurin's series expansion

7. Find the Fourier series representationaiy f (x) = [ ̂  (0'
(271 — X in (n, 2ti)



m ̂te answer of any FIVE questions I
%/ Find the Fourier series of expansion of f (x) = x .-is x < 1
2. Expand f(z) = ——^

(z-l)(^-.2) 1< (z( < 2

^ind the div F and curl F where F (^3 ̂
4. If = u H-iv is an analytic function with constant nt^d 1
J^^s^nstant modulus ,then prove tl

f^Find the Taylor series expansion of ^ about 2 =^3! T
6. Evaluate f ^ '

^  (^-1) (z-2) ' '^here c ischa^kclej^i =3
Find Fourier Sine Series fmri o • •^cnes and Cosine senes for rhp. *•
0< :c < 1 lor the function given by f(;e

rv Write answer of any ONE

1. a) Define Bilinear tr^sformation
b) Find bilinear trSitsfonnation which maps the ooint
w= i, 0,-i Hence,^djie image of \z\ ^ ^ ^--1 m to the

Q \A. a) State Cauchy's residue theorem
b) By integrating around the a unit oirr>T

unit circle, evaluate^-£211_ ap
o  5-4 cos 0




